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UNICEF Market
Cards & Gifts

Every card, every gift you buy helps save children’s lives.

FREE
SHIPPING
on orders over $75

Wishes Upon Wishes UNICEF Cards
See page 7 for details.

unicefmarket.org

Online shoppers
use promo code:

FreeShip75

© UNICEF/UN0294790/Frank Dejongh

As families celebrate the
holidays this year, thousands
of UNICEF staff are working
round the clock in more than
190 countries and territories
to help children survive
and thrive.

Help UNICEF deliver lifesaving
nutrition, medical care and
warmth to the world’s most
vulnerable children.

© UNICEF/UN077880/Llaurado

Helping Children

UNICEF, the United Nations Children’s Fund, has saved more children’s lives than
any other humanitarian organization — including 50 million children under the age
of five over the past two decades alone.

Stock up on UNICEF’s
most popular holiday cards!

Most people don’t know this, but UNICEF relies completely on voluntary donations
to fund its work. And that work is of the highest importance — ensuring that
children everywhere are healthy, protected and empowered.
We need your help this season to give children the greatest gift the world can
offer — a childhood. We think you’ll find that shopping at UNICEF Market is an
easy and rewarding way to do your part.
A portion of every UNICEF Market purchase helps fund vital supplies like nutrition,
health care, immunizations, safe water, education, emergency relief and more.
Plus, every UNICEF Market product is sourced directly from talented artisans in
Asia, Latin America and Africa to make sure they receive a fair price for their work,
so their families can be cared for, too.
Shopping at UNICEF Market is a meaningful way to find great gifts and do good
at the same time. Happy exploring and thank you for helping to make this a joyous
holiday season for every child!

2019 Holiday Card Assortment

Veronica Shopp-Dubon
UNICEF USA

A special collection of our most popular UNICEF
holiday cards. Assortment varies, cards shown are
representative of, but may not be identical to, cards
in assortment. Cards may feature embossing, foil,
micro-glitter and other accents. 5" x 7", 20 cards,
21 envelopes.
U37199 $20.00
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5,000 WATER PURIFICATION TABLETS

A NEWBORN KIT WITH
BLANKETS AND SUPPLIES

Give the
Gift of
Saving
Lives.

POLIO VACCINES TO
PROTECT 100 CHILDREN THERAPEUTIC FOOD TO SAVE A
CHILD FROM MALNUTRITION

What do you get for the person that has
everything? How about a gift that gives to others?
UNICEF Inspired Gifts are lifesaving supplies that
you can donate to vulnerable children in the name
of a loved one. Choose your gift, then dedicate it
with an e-card or print-at-home card. UNICEF will
take it from there, delivering the supplies to children
and communities around the world.

EMERGENCY FAMILY
WATER AND HYGIENE KIT

SCHOOL BACKPACKS FOR
FIVE CHILDREN
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View the entire Inspired Gifts Collection online.
Shop and dedicate your gift at inspiredgifts.org
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D

A. Eco Tree

D. Winter Wonders

Eco folk art tree decorated with the word “peace”
in six languages. Embossing and micro-glitter
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U1046 $12.00

Moonlit snowflakes float above a magical midcentury forest. Foil and micro-glitter accents.
5" x 7", 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
U37195 $20.00

B. Peace on Earth

E. Wishes Upon Wishes

A folk art dove extends the olive branch of
peace. Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7",
12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U171 $12.00

Two magic words to convey the spirit of the season.
Foil accents. 5" x 7", 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
U37198 $20.00

C. A Season in Symbols

A gentle azure dove heralds the peace of the
season. Foil accents. 5" x 7", 20 cards, 21
envelopes.
U37187 $20.00

Symbols emblazoned with “peace” express the
diversity of our many holiday traditions. Microglitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U415 $12.00

F. The Herald of Peace
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In 2018,

6.9 million
children
accessed some form
of education
in emergencies.

D
A. Dear Santa
Childlike drawings capture the flurry of the season.
Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U418 $12.00

A

B. Every Child’s a Star
Happy children gathered together form a guiding
star. Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7", 20 cards,
21 envelopes.
U37189 Red $20.00
U1048 White (12 cards, see online) $12.00

C. Smiles Have No Borders
Children gathered together bring a smile to the
world. Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7",
12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U37188 $12.00

E

D. On Top of the World
Kids jump for joy to welcome this happy
season. Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7",
16 cards, 17 envelopes.
U37190 $16.00

E. Children Holding Hands
Gathered hand-in-hand, children everywhere share
the joy of the season as it spreads across borders.
5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U408 $12.00

F. Children Around the World

B

C

Children and pets gather around the globe.
Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7", 20 cards,
21 envelopes.
U37493 $20.00
UNICEF cards and envelopes are made with
a commitment to a sustainable forest
management and the responsible use
of the planet’s natural resources.
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A. Bastin Bird

A

EDIS OGOL

A robin perches on holiday wreath in this watercolor
design by Marjolein Bastin. Iridescent micro-glitter
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
Limited quantity available.
U177 $12.00

Ornament-Cards (Opposite Page)
UNICEF holiday ornament-cards are strung with
cord. No additional postage required for US. 5.25"
diam. 10 cards, 11 envelopes.
B. P
 eace in Every Heart
U406 $12.00
C. Children Around the World
U407 $12.00

)8/5 9 x 61/51 6( DLOF

Golden Dove
The universal symbol of
peace, a dove carries an
olive branch as it flies
among silvery stars. Foil
accent. 5" x 7", 20 cards,
21 envelopes.
Limited quantity available.
U262 $20.00

Peace to Our World
Golden patterns connect
countries as golden moments
connect us. Foil accents. 5" x 7",
12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U37191 $12.00

Kids Around the World
Boxed Notecards

Peace Will Prevail Boxed Notecards

A classic UNICEF design celebrating our lifesaving work around the world in a keepsake box.
Micro-glitter accents. Blank inside. 4" x 5", 18
cards, 19 envelopes.
U430 $18.00

A gentle peace dove, beautifully rendered in
iconic multicultural graphic patterns, soars across
a bright blue sky. These all-occasion cards come
in a reusable keepsake box. Foil accents. Blank
inside. 4" x 5", 18 cards, 19 envelopes.
U431 $18.00

Send unique holiday cards that also decorate the tree!
B

C

UNICEF 2020
Wall Calendar
Our 2020 Wall Calendar
features artwork from the
UNICEF portfolio. Monthly
calendar designates
major US and Canadian
holidays. Spiral bound
with hang tag. (Please note:
this item ships in November.)
15" H x 11" W.
U37492 $15.95
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A

B
The Moose Marches On...
He’s one step ahead of the crowd,
marching to the beat of a different
drum. Embossing. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U417 $12.00

A. Gathered Together

C

Woodland creatures meet in a magical folklore
forest. Foil accents. 5" x 7", 16 cards, 17 envelopes.
U37197 $16.00

E

F

B. The Cardinals of the North
Cardinals alight on stark birch branches to herald
the season. Micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U416 $12.00

C. The Cardinal’s Welcome
Perched on a vibrant wreath, a cardinal lends
an artistic note to a contemporary greeting. Foil
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U37194 $12.00

D. Uphill Climb
A journey made easier with some help from his
friends. Embossing and micro-glitter accents.
5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U1044 $12.00

D

E. Two of a Kind
Mom and baby owl perch together in the snowfall.
Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U37196 $12.00

UNICEF helped

F. Among the Trees
Animal friends take a winter’s walk in the forest.
Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U1074 $12.00

Scan our QR code with your
mobile device for online shopping.

UNICEF cards and envelopes are made with
a commitment to a sustainable forest
management and the responsible use
of the planet’s natural resources.
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10.8 million
people
gain access to
basic sanitation.
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The Dove’s Message
A dove of peace soars above a multicolored city. Embossing and foil accents.
5" x 7", 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
U261 $20.00

Peace Joy Love

Golden Gifts at Midnight

A graphic declaration of all
we hope for. Micro-glitter
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U264 $12.00

Wise Men arrive at the manger to offer gifts
of gold. Embossing and micro-glitter accents.
5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U409 $12.00

Golden Nativity
A shining golden star lights
up the holy night. Foil accents.
5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U249 $12.00

Joyful Angel

Wish for Peace

Hanukkah Lights

A silver star illuminates our
wish for peace. Foil and
micro-glitter accents.
5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U1050 $12.00

Like the shamash candle —
stand ready to help each
other. Embossing and foil
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U37192 $12.00
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A smiling angel floats among heavenly
stars to light the season. Foil and microglitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U423 $12.00
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Merry Moments
The Holly Tree
Doves of peace rest among the branches of
a holly tree. Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7",
20 cards, 21 envelopes.
U1052 $20.00

Dove of Peace
A dove soars above "Peace"
written in 12 languages.
Foil and micro-glitter
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U1071 $12.00

Pinecones of Enlightenment

European Santa

Across many cultures and thousands of years,
pinecones have been a symbol of enlightenment.
Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards,
13 envelopes.
U411 $12.00

A classic rendering of Old St. Nick. Foil
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U254 $12.00
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Season’s Greetings
Graceful greenery and festive berries form an
artistic wreath. Foil and micro-glitter accents.
5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U414 $12.00

From trimming the tree to stuffing the stockings,
find joy in every moment of the season. Foil
and micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7", 20 cards,
21 envelopes.
U37193 $20.00

Shimmering Silver Snowflakes

Making Memories

Snowflakes frozen in abstract patterns bring
contemporary style to the season. Micro-glitter
accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 13 envelopes.
U1089 $12.00

Memories are made in a moonlit winter
wonderland. Embossing with micro-glitter.
5" x 7", 20 cards, 21 envelopes.
U425 $20.00
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Woodland Animal
Ornaments
Donning winter coats, felted
wool animal friends are ready
for a snow day. Handcrafted
by Indian artisan Ashish Mehta.
Set of 6, each approx.
3.5" H x 2" W.
U401 $24.95

A

B

C
Cozy Puppy
Ornaments
Felted wool puppies
are ready for a
winter’s walk in their
coats and scarves.
Handcrafted in India
by Ashish Mehta.
Set of 6, each approx.
4" H x 1.75" W.
U37466 $24.95

Santa Duck
Sculpture
Bamboo root and acacia are
hand carved to create this
charming duck painted as
Santa Claus by Balinese
artisan Susi Santi. Approx.
7.75" H x 5" W.
U37460 $19.95

A. Twinkling Stars Stocking
Cozy Kitten Ornaments
Felted wool kittens stay warm in
their winter coats. Handcrafted
in India by Ashish Mehta. Set of
6, each approx. 4" H x 1.75" W.
U37467 $24.95

Colorful mirrored snowflakes light up this wool
stocking handmade by artisans in India. 17.75" L.
U37468 $27.95

B. C
 ountdown Advent Calendar
Indian artisans hand craft this fun wall advent
calendar to count down the days until Christmas.
Each numbered pocket can hold a small surprise.
30" L x 19.75" W.
U37464 $49.95

C. Sounds of the Season Wind Chime
Cardinals perch on a tree to enjoy the sounds of the
season. A metal star tops a cut glass tree cascading
from a driftwood branch. Indoor or outdoor use.
Made in Indonesia. 28" L x 10" W.
U37200 $44.95
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In 2018, UNICEF provided
learning materials to

11.3 million
children.
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Global Stars Ornaments

Alebrije Heart Ornaments

Featuring a unique star ornament
from 8 countries, this gift boxed set
makes a memorable holiday gift or
keepsake for your own family tree.
Each approx 2.5" H.
U405 $64.95

Mexican artisan Claudio Ojeda crafts
these hand painted alebrije wooden
hearts, a traditional Oaxacan folk art.
Set of 5. 1.5" H.
U1010 $49.95

Snowbabies
Ornament Set
Bundled in woolens, 6 whimsical
ornaments are handcrafted by Indian
artisan Rajesh Gehlot. Each 4" L x 1.25" W.
U21830 $24.95

Winter Sweater Ornaments

A

Hand knit in the same fashion as a full-sized sweater,
Peru’s Leonora Martinez crafts a set of 6 miniature
holiday sweater ornaments to bring a touch of
warmth and whimsy to any decor. 4" L x 6" W.
U449 $23.95

Buddhist Bells Ornaments
Throughout Thailand, temple bells ring
out to demarcate time. Thai artisan Ning
Charoensri casts these miniature bells
in brass to bring a golden glow to your
home. Set of 4. 4.5" L.
U937 $23.95

Our Handmade Collection.
Artfully crafted by global artisans.
Please allow 2-3 weeks
for delivery or see expedited
shipping options online.
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C

B

A. Little Llama Ornaments
Peruvian artisan Liliana Vargas manages a women’s
knitting workshop that produces these adorable
llama ornaments, the symbolic animal of Peru.
Set of 3. 5.5" H x 3.5" W.
U37465 $29.95
B. Torito de Pucara Ornaments
Peruvian artisan Zoila Davila handpaints this set of
6 ceramic bull ornaments. Inspired by the legend
of a bull who brought rain to the town of Pucara.
Each 2.5" L x 2" H.
U37186 $39.95
C. Folk Art Stars Ornaments
Artisan Jose Arriola hand paints six ceramic star
ornaments with whimsical Guatemalan folk art
motifs. Each 2.75" H.
U680 $39.95
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The Santa Catalina
Arch is a symbol
of Guatemala, a
beautiful country
whose artistic
traditions pre-date
Mayan civilization.
It is also a country
suffering a refugee
crisis.
The UNICEF Market
works with over
300 artisan groups
in Guatemala. Your
purchases help to
provide sustainable
income to thousands
of talented artisans
and their families.

A

Charming Owls Ornaments
Guatemalan duo Juan and Carolina hand-carve
and paint a set of 4 pine wood owl ornaments
to grace your holiday tree. Each 3” H x 1.75” W.
U37174 $49.95

A. Solola Afternoon Scarf

Thank you for
your support!

Shop for Good. Double Your Impact.
Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most
vulnerable children while supporting global artisans and their families.

Talented women weavers from K’amolon K’i
K’ojonel create an elegant, ombre-effect scarf on
a traditional backstrap loom. 100% rayon from
bamboo fiber. 70” L x 8” W.
U21720 $49.95

Gemstone Earrings
Guatemala’s Zandra Lorena Sajbin uses local stones
in their natural colors paired with hand-worked
sterling silver to highlight the beauty of her country.
Each pair 1.5” L.

B. Apple Jade Earrings

A

B

C

B

C

U162424 $
 49.95
C. Sunbeam Quartz Earrings
U21799 $
 49.95

Our Handmade Collection.
Artfully crafted by global artisans.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery or
see expedited shipping options online.

Wrap Bracelets
Guatemala’s Cristóbal Ramírez meticulously strings
glass beads into fantastic wrap bracelets in a variety
of colors and patterns. Button closure. Each 22” L.

A. Country Land U27054 $37.95
B. Country River U488460 $37.95
C. Country Market U27055 $37.95

Herald Angel Sculpture
Guatemalan artisans Juan and Carolina hand
carve and paint this pinewood trumpeting angel
sculpture inspired by the Archangel
Gabriel. Arrives unassembled.
11.75” L x 9.75” H.
U37172 $44.95

Whispers Worry Dolls
Twelve worry dolls are here to listen to
your troubles. Crafted by the Lopez
Garcia Family in Guatemala.
Each 2.5” H x 0.75” W.
U26220 $19.95

“Through my workshop, I am
able to help my community
prosper. I am able to support and
educate my children and to help
other artisans do the same.”
– Cristobal Ramirez
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Fiesta of Color Kimono Sweater
Peruvian artisan Alfredo Falcon knits
rows of geometric patterned stripes
to fashion this unique design. Ribbed
hem with kimono style sleeves.
Acrylic/alpaca blend. S/M, L/XL.
U005 $42.95

Peruvian Patchwork Gloves
Patchwork patterns of traditional Andean motifs cover our 100%
alpaca gloves by Peruvian artisan Nestor Yana. One size fits most. 10" L.
U263 Multi $33.95
U37167 Blue $33.95

Peruvian Textures Scarf

A

Peruvian artisan Alfredo Falcon uses baby alpaca wool, which refers to the fine fleece from
the season’s first shearing, to knit this sophisticated scarf. 59" L x 18" W.
U36205 Burgundy $29.95
U36210 Slate $29.95

B
A. Cusco Traveler Sling Bag

Between 2016 and 2018,

16.1 million
children
received
antibiotics
for pneumonia.
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Kathiana Quispe of Peru designs this colorful leather
and suede sling bag featuring an embossed llama
and Incan motifs. Fully lined with a zip closure.
9.5" L x 7.75" W, adjustable strap 47" – 55" L.
U37175 $49.95

B. Modern Mystique Earrings
Indian jewelry artisan Shanker uses the glow of
faceted citrine to showcase the golden veining of
composite turquoise stones in these eye-catching
earrings. Sterling silver 1.5" L.
U9005 $42.95

Puno Traditions Throw
Our Handmade Collection.
Artfully crafted by global artisans.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery or
see expedited shipping options online.

Nestor Yana, of Peru’s Puno region, designs this classic throw blanket featuring a
textured pattern and fringed ends. Alpaca/acrylic blend. 63" L x 50" W.
U484724 Denim $44.95
U487852 Crimson $44.95
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“We are a family of artists;
when we are together,
it is a very happy time.
Our happiness is expressed
in our artwork.”
– Vinita

Crescent Moons Jewelry
Balinese artisan Made Wardika diligently
handcrafts crescent moons from bone
and sterling silver. The faceted marquise
garnet represents the approaching
sunrise. Earrings 1.75” L. Necklace
20” L, pendant 2” L x 0.75” W.
U28601 Earrings $44.95
U37462 Necklace $49.95

Palace Intrigue Tunic

Lisu Lines Jewelry Holders
Velvet accents multi-colored striped patterns that
define the applique of the Thai Lisu Hill Tribes in this
travel jewelry holder. Features two zipper pockets,
one ring roll, and an open pocket. 5.5" L x 4" W.
U12294 Red $26.95
U188 Blue $26.95

Our Handmade Collection.
Artfully crafted by global artisans.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery or
see expedited shipping options online.

Intricate mandalas and
repeating geometric
patterns inspired by
centuries-old motifs
grace this flowy printed
tunic. Hand embroidery in
tonal colors frames the button
front neckline. 100% polyester.
Machine wash. S, M, L, XL, XXL.
U37176 $44.95

Himalayan Heirloom Shawl
Colorful flowers dance under
paisley clouds in a stunning
jamawar from India’s
Sandeep Malhotra. This
100% wool wrap combines
rich hues masterfully. Dry
clean only. 79" L x 28" W.
U580 Brown $64.95
U37486 Teal $64.95

Delightful Breeze Scarves

Heaven’s Gift Beaded Jewelry
Peacock cultured pearls combine with lapis lazuli
for a subtle contrast of color and texture. By
Sasina in Thailand. Necklace adjusts 17"-19" L.
Earrings 2" L.
U980 Necklace $39.95
U37183 Earrings $27.95
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Thai artisan Vinita mixes all of her own dyes
and is known for her creative use of color. She
designs these breezy cotton scarf sets in trendy
combinations to be paired together or worn
separately. Set of 2. Each 65" L x 15" W.
U37185 Red Combination $29.95
U37184 Blue Combination $29.95
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Garden Glory Earrings

Elephant Morning Mug

A petite leaf and flower rest atop cool
faceted chalcedony gemstones set in
22k gold plated sterling silver. India’s
Vivek Nathany designs
these elegant everyday
earrings. 1.5" L.
U32262 $39.95

Thai ceramic artisan Aunchalee Kaewduangtip
crafts this elephant head mug in traditional
celadon, a charming addition to your morning
routine. Dishwasher safe. 4" H x 5.5" W. 10 oz.
U37179 $36.95

Misty Forest Robe
Soft purples and gentle greens color the
elegant hand-painted batik patterns of our
wide-sleeved, front wrap, self-tie rayon
robe. Balinese artisan Desak Nyoman
Parwati merges Indonesian textile designs
with modern styling. Hand wash cold.
One size fits most.
U208 $69.95

A

B

A. Seaside Glass Necklace
Playful Mother Sculpture
Balinese artisan Wayan Rendah
captures the spontaneous play of
a mother and child in his
hand-carved suar wood
sculpture. 10.25" L x 7" H.
U398 $44.95

Brazilian duo Silvana and João Alexandre combine
the colors of sand and sea in their fused glass
pendant mounted on leather. 27” Leather cord
necklace. Pendant 2.5” L x 1.5” W.
U37180 $34.95

B. Jade Elephant Bracelet
Thai jewelry artisan Somluck Komolmith pays tribute
to Thailand’s beloved symbol in this stretchy beaded
jade bracelet. A hand-carved jade elephant hangs
from 18k gold-plated sterling silver wire. 7" inner circ.
U928 $29.95

Our Handmade Collection.
Artfully crafted by global artisans.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery or
see expedited shipping options online.
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Five Senses Spinner Ring
Encircling a wide sterling silver band, 5 spinning
bands of textured brass, copper and silver calm
the senses for meditation. Handcrafted in India.
We recommend ordering one size larger than
usual to ensure a comfortable fit. Whole sizes 5-12.
U28169 $57.95
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Surf’s Up Necklace

A. Laguna Pima Cotton Sweater

Brazil’s Teixeira Family crafts
this surfboard-inspired
necklace from remnants of
hardwoods. 18k gold- plated
findings. Adjustable cord
23.5”– 29.5” L. Pendant
2.75” L x 0.75” W.
U37169 $39.95

Subtle denim shades are perfect for casual or
business wear in this Pima cotton men’s sweater
from Peru. Hand wash or dry clean. M, L, XL, XXL.
U37171 $92.95

B. Lasso Catch-all

A
Andean
Clouds Scarves
Celinda Jaco selects a cozy
blend of Andean alpaca for this classic
men’s scarf. Features fine woven stripes in
tonal colors. Dry clean only. 70" L x 9" W.
U33399 Charcoal $20.95
U31908 Brown $20.95
U31907 Black $20.95

Corral keys, wallets, and coins with this hand-tooled
leather catchall. Crafted by Johnny Jimenez, it
features a lasso motif inspired by the cowboys —
morochucos— who live and work in Peru’s Andean
highlands. 7.5" sq.
U30295 $39.95

C. Playful Father Sculpture
Hand-carved of suar wood by Balinese carver
Komang Sri, a child plays on Father’s lap.
7.75” H x 4.75” W.
U37173 $37.95

D. Savvy Traveler Money Clip
This compact pebbled leather money clip
condenses up to 30 bills and five credit cards
into one slim leather wallet. Made in a familyrun studio in Italy. 3.75” L x 3” W.
U37168 $44.95

Singaraja Organizer
This handy organizer features a phone slot,
watch and ring bar, wallet slot and trays for odds
and ends. The versatile design is perfect for the
entryway, desktop or dresser. Handcrafted in Bali
by Komang Sulaksana. 12.25” W x 8.25” H.
U37487 $54.95

B

Studious Deer
Eyeglass Holder
A studious deer is depicted
in this charming jempinis wood glasses
holder from Balinese carver Yudi Suardi.
6.75” H x 5.75” W.
U37463 $29.95

C

D

Song of
Africa Bracelet
Artisan Robert Aidoo-Taylor pays tribute to the
African tradition in this trendy wristband for men.
Poly cord on a recycled paper core. 8.5” L x 1.25” W.
U19860 $19.95

“I am self-taught, but I dream of
becoming an art lecturer. I dream
of teaching the classes that I was
never able to take.”
– Robert Aidoo-Taylor
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Fresh Beans Coffee Maker
Start off your morning like many in Costa
Rica with this charming single-serve drip
coffee stand, or chorreadores. Place a mug
(not included) on the base and fill the filter
bag with ground coffee. Then simply pour
hot water through the filter to make your
very own drip coffee. Foldable design with
two reusable filter bags. 10” H x 5” W.
U37157 $59.95

Confetti Path Glassware
Crafted by hand with traditional blown glass techniques
in Mexico, this confetti rim glassware is ready for a fiesta.
Slight variations in shape and size are testament to their
handmade nature. Set of 6 juice glasses: 4" H x 3.25" D.
Set of 6 tumblers: 6" H x 3.5" D. Pitcher: 8.5" H x 7" D.
U163490 11 oz. Juice Glasses $54.99
U163489 16 oz. Tumblers $69.99
U166115 84 oz. Pitcher $47.99

A

A. Highland Path Table Runner
Mayan artisans Komon Utzil weave colorful stripes on a
red background using a traditional backstrap loom to create
this festive 100% cotton table runner. Machine wash cold.
61” L x 14.25” W.
U37011 $58.95

B. Festive Flowers Appetizer Platter
Painted by hand with vibrant floral motifs, Sergio Ponce works
in the traditional Talavera ceramic style of Puebla, Mexico. The
platter has five removable sections surrounding a bowl at the
center. 12.25” dia.
U37480 $69.95

Peace Dove Mug
Mexican ceramic artist Eufrosia
Pantaleon paints this vibrant coffee mug
featuring a red dove on one side and “Peace”
on the other. 10 oz. 4” H x 4.75” W.
U404 $22.95

B

Dove Bread Warmer
Our unique bread warmer is perfect for the holiday table or
everyday dinners. Handcrafted in Bangladesh, it features
a removable white-washed terra cotta
warming stone that may be heated
in the oven or microwave.
The kaisa grass basket
is used for serving.
10.5" L x 3.5" H.
U1017 $34.95

C. Royalty Tealight Holders
Royal elephants light the way in these charming hand-painted
mango wood tealight holders by Mohd Sharif in India. Set of 2,
including tealights. 4” H x 5” L.
U37182 $39.95

D. Festive Delights Serving Board
Crafted by Guatemalan artisan Maria Jose Ponce, this pine
tree-shaped teak cutting board can also be used for serving
c
 heese and hors d’oeuvres during holiday
gatherings. 13.75” L x 10.75” W.
U26345 $67.95

C
D
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A

Logical Mind Puzzle Set
Keep everyone entertained with our hand crafted
set of 6 or 12 wooden logic puzzle games. Games
include Falling Star, Snake Cube, Ball in Jail and
more. Raintree and rubber wood.
U947 Set of 6 $34.95
U26337 Set of 12 $62.95

B

Family Fun Wood Games
Handcrafted of raintree wood in
Thailand by Waraporn Khamsuk,
these classic boxed wooden games
offer an exciting challenge and
contemplative fun.
A. Sudoku 5.5" sq.
U26232 $23.95
B. Triominos 7.75" L x 4" W
U37178 $29.95
C. Stacking Tower 9.5" H x 3" W
U486952 $23.95

Knob & Heel Cribbage Game
Classic cribbage set made of mahogany in a
richly-stained three-fold case. Includes
cards, pegs, and rule book. 5.5" W x 3.25" D.
U37170 $29.95

Station Master Dominoes Game
“Mexican Train” dominoes game with wood
train station, diecast metal trains, 91 double-12
dominoes in a sliding top wooden storage box.
Game rules included. 8.5" L x 7" W.
U1058 $64.95

C
Our Handmade Collection.
Artfully crafted by global artisans.
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery or
see expedited shipping options online.

In 2018, UNICEF
and partners responded to

Mesopotamian Match
Backgammon Game
Artisans in Damascus, Syria, inlay
this handcrafted backgammon
game board with tiny pieces of
walnut, olive, lemon, apricot,
and rosewood. The exterior
features a checkerboard.
Backgammon and checker
pieces are included. 16" sq.
U1065 $179.00
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Masters Chess Set
Arti Sharma of India hand crafts this folding
acacia and haldu wood chess set. The hinged
box opens flat to form the playing board.
When closed, the box securely stores the
chess pieces. Velvet-lined. 12" sq. (opened).
U32190 $59.95

285
humanitarian
emergencies
in 90 countries.
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A

B

Great Gifts Under $40

Urban Minimalism Earrings
Minimalist and modern, Desi Antari skillfully
crafts these everyday earrings from sterling
silver, giving them a brushed satin finish.
Silver, gold plated, rose gold plated. 1.25" L.
U442 Sterling Silver $27.95
U37201 Gold Plated $37.95
U37202 Rose Gold Plated $37.95

C

Nature’s Gift Notebooks
Komang Sulaksana creates a set of 6 recycled
paper notebooks bound with agel grass cord
tied around cinnamon sticks. A dried leaf
decorates the cover. 50 pages each.
4.75” L x 3.5” W.
U35464 $27.95

D
A. Pekalongan Silk Shawl
Artisan Yuni Kristina learned the art of Indonesian
batik, a UNESCO cultural treasure, from her mother.
Several days are required to create this floral batik
silk masterpiece. 100% silk. Hand wash cold. 87" L.
U020 $39.95

Bay Leaf
Earring Stand
Form and function
merge in a modern
display stand that
holds 28 pairs of
earrings. Hand-carved
sustainable jempinis
wood by Balinese
artisan Wayan Weta.
20.5" H.
U27783 $29.95

B. Rainbow Dreams Wind Chime
Local artisans in the mountainous region of Bali
collect natural fallen branches which suspend
colorful cut glass droplets. The resulting rainbow
chime brings delicate sound wherever it’s hung.
Each piece varies slightly. Approx. 16" L x 11" W.
U393 $39.95

C. Festive Colors Tealight Holders

E

Arti Sharma of India presents a set of eight festive
tea light holders in assorted colors. Aluminum frame
with diamond-shaped mirrors, glitter and plastic
beads. Tea lights included. Each 1.75” D.
U36492 $23.95

Silver Ear Cuffs
From Thai artisan Wadarat Supasirisuk, this pair
of sterling silver ear cuffs combines minimalism
with filigree-like lace. Each approx. 3/8” W.
U160740 $24.95

D. Wise Owl Eyeglass Holder
A wise owl proudly holds reading or sunglasses. A
perfect desk or side table companion. Hand carved
in Indonesia by Yudi Suardi. 6.75" H x 3" D.
U403 $24.95

E. Forever Friends Bracelets
Mexican artisan Manuela Gomez weaves this set
of three cotton friendship bracelets on a traditional
loom. Adjustable. 7.25” – 8.75” L.
U37181 $19.95
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Javanese Flora Rings
Tropical flowers from Indonesia inspire this
hand-beaded set of ten sequined rings.
Colors vary. Stretchy band 1/4" W.
U1062 $34.95
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In 2018, UNICEF h
 elped

18.6 million people gain access
to safe drinking water.

A

B

A. UNICEF Adult Tees
Crayola Twistable
Colored Pencils

C

Great for coloring and
crafts. Sharpening not
required, just turn the
ends to twist up 30
brilliant colors.
8.5" H x 5.5" W.
U33438 $11.95

Help spread the UNICEF message. Soft 100% combed cotton
crewneck t-shirts in three colors. Machine wash cold. Unisex
sizes XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL.
U287 Black $20.00
U286 White $20.00
U288 Blue $20.00

B. UNICEF Bluetooth Nano Speaker
This compact Bluetooth wireless speaker bears the
UNICEF logo and arrives in a UNICEF-branded box.
1.7" H x 1.5" diam.
U35430 Black $34.95
U35431 Blue $34.95

C. UNICEF 32GB USB Key
Crayola
Art in a Box
Big ideas come to life in
this handy storage box full of Crayola coloring
tools. Set includes; 10 Twistable Crayons, 16
Markers, 12 Colored Pencils, 30 Sheets of Colored
Paper, Modeling Clay and
Idea Book. Ages 4+.
U33439 $24.95

D

USB 32GB drive inside a silicone figure with an attached
ball chain. Comes with a metal presentation box perfect
for gifting or storage. Figure: 2.75" H x 2" W.
U33442 $22.95

D. UNICEF Keyring Set
Modern keyring fobs for the whole family. High polished
metal, UNICEF engraved with lever closure. Set of 2: one
silver, one blue. 3" H x 2.75" W.
U441 $11.95

UNICEF Golf Gear

Coloring Sheets
Hours of fun are to be found as
children color the many different scenes
spread across our large, durable paper coloring
sheets. Set of two. Each 39" W x 19" H.
U1032 $16.95
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UNICEF Mini
Soccer Ball
Crafted from sturdy
polyurethane, our UNICEFbranded mini soccer ball will provide many
hours of outdoor enjoyment. Ships flat; ready
to inflate. Size 3 ball: Circ. 17.25".
U435 Size 3 ball $11.95

Show your support with our UNICEF logo golf gear. The set of 3 golf balls
includes a reusable carry case. Our 100% cotton, machine-washable towel
features a lever clasp to attach to any golf bag. Golf towel 23.5" L x 17.0" W.
U33443 Golf Balls $11.95
U37479 Golf Towel $11.95
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UNICEF works to save and protect the world’s
most vulnerable children. Every day, UNICEF
provides water, nutrition, health care and
education to children living in poverty or caught
up in conflict or disaster. We help immunize
nearly 40 percent of the world’s children and
use proven, low-cost interventions to save
children’s lives. 90% of every dollar spent goes
directly to help children.
Learn how you can help UNICEF put children
first at unicefusa.org

Help UNICEF
put children first.

© UNICEF/UN0215013/Sokol

(see page 11)
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Faceted blue topaz
teardrops set in an
elegant beaded bezel
center our sterling silver
earrings by Indonesian artisan
Komang Wijayana. 1.25" L.
U674 $54.95

Sparkling Dew
Earrings

The UNICEF name, logo and emblem are owned by UNICEF and protected by international law.

(Use Code FreeShip75 at checkout)

On orders over $75

FREE SHIPPING

UNICEF Market
PO Box 160337
San Antonio, TX 78280-2537

